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A COMPARISON OF .TBE Th'rER."i!AL ENERGY OF P4 MOLECU'"lE S 
PRODUCED BY FREE SURFACE. SUBLIMATION AND BY EFFUSION 

~.1. 

Raymond W. Mar I and Alan W. Searcyv' 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, College of Engineering . 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

As far as we are aware, the on~ r~ported attempt to detect internal 

energy of excitation in evaporating. molecules is that of· Bro'1n, BrevTer, 

.andKlemperer,l who sought evidence for excess vibrational energy in 

iodine molecules produced in free surface sublimation. But the apparent 

.enthalpy of activation for iodine sUblimation is less tmn the enthalpy 

of the equilibri'l1.'l1 reaction.
2 

A recent theoretical analysis of evapora

tion kinetics3 indicates that in this circumstance no excess excitation 

energy is to be expected in the escaping molecules. The ana~sis suggests, 

mvlever, that internal excitation is possible for molecules tmt escape 

in a process for vlhich the apparent enthalpy of activat ion exceeds the 

enthalpy of the evaporation reaction and for which the apparent entropy 

of activation is nearly equal to the entropy of evaporation. By these 

criteria, the P4 andAs
4 

pro9.uced in free surface sublimation of red 

. 4,5. '. 4-6 
p:wsphorous ana arsenJ.c are identified as molecules which nuy 

:possess more internal energy than the molecules of the equilibrium vapor • 

. Kane expected that P4 or As~. molecules from free surface sublimation might 

possess ex~ess internal energy; but Kane and Rey~01ds5 did not evaluate 

the irnplications of their appearance potential data to this question. 

For SUblimation of P4 from red phosphorous the apparent enthalpy 

of activation exceed.s the entbalpy of the equilibrium reaction by about 

1.4 eV. 5 Molecules with this much excess int ~rnal energy should shm., 

different appearance potent ials and fragmentation patterns as functions 
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of electron voltages in a mas s spectrometer from throe of unexcited P4 

molecules. Kane and Reynolds found no significant difference behreen 

phosphorous ion intensities at various electron voltages for sUblimation 

of a red phosphorous pmvder surface and for sUblimation from Knudsen cells 

i'lith small orifices. But Kane noted 7 that the surface level of the free 

surface sublimation sample did not appear to s ink while about 5/6 of the 

sample sublimed. Most of the molecules in the beam from Kane and Reypolds·. 

open crucible sublimation experiments must have originated inside pores 

and therefore must have experie nced mult iple collis ions before leaving 

the sample. Successful detection of excess interml energy requires 

the minimization of the chances for collision deactivation of excited 

molecules .and requires comparison to molecules for which equilibrium 

internal energies are established. It seemed worthwhile to repeat in- _ 

tensity versus electron voltage stUdies for red phosphorous under condi~ 

·tiQ~s that would reduce chances of collisional deactivation. Since single 

crystals of red phosphorous are not available, we attempted to obtain im-:. 

provefr-ee ·surface sublimation conditions by supporting a polycrystalline 

lump of red phosphorous against the lower surface of the conical orifice 

of the lid of a graphite effusion cell. The geometry was such that most 

P4 molecules would reach the ionizat ion chamber ivithout undergoing colli-

sions with any exterior surface. 

The sa,me cell and orifice were used for Knudsen effusion runs with 

phosphorus powder .in the cell. Three molybdenum inserts with eccentri-

ca lly drilled holes were placed betvreen the powder and the cell orifice 

to insure that each vapor molecule would nuke a number of collisions '\\ith 

the cellvralls and the inserts before effusing through the orifice. 

FoUr different runs were made at 620
0

K in an Atlas rrass spectrometer 

with each type of experimental arranc;ement. The beam path Has about 
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10 cm long so that ·internal excitations with lifetimes in excess of about 

10-
4 

seconds could be detected. The variation of P3 + 'P
2 
+, and p+ inten

sities relativ,e to' P4+ intensities are shown in Fig. 1 These relative 

intensities show no significant difference between free surface and 

effusion experiments when electron energies were varied from below the 

threshold of measureable intensities to 70 eV. 

Unfortunately, this negative result nei:ther:"proves that P4 molecules 

are not internally excited at the instant of leaving a red'phosphorus 

surface nor sets an upper limit to a lifetime before deactivation by 

spontaneous emission. The polycrystalline lump used.in "free surface 

sUblimat.ion" showed no visible evidence of surface recession as a result 

of heating. It .seems probable that most of the molecules of the beani from 

this sample w·ere, like those in the study of Kane and Reynolds, produced 

in pores of the sample where they could be deactivated by multiple colli-

sions. 

A study of single cryst,als of arsenic, which have been shown to 

... sublime.without develo;ing pores,
6 

might provide a more definitive test, 

although the smaller difference betw·een activation enthalpy and equilibrium / 

enthalpy of reaction would make detection of excess energy with a mass 

spectrometer difficult. 
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¢ Knudsen' e'ffuslon 

~ Free surface ,sublimation 

for all four runs 
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Electron energy 

Figure I 

ReJative intensities versus electron energies for 
phosphorus ions in 'free surface sublima t.ion and 
effusion. All intensities are normalize reJa tive 
to P+4 =IOOat each electron voltage. ,-
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